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Your personal style is unique to you. Discovering the colours, 
shapes and styles that work for you will give you a sense of 
direction, clarity, ease and confidence.

As you work through the modules, add your notes and keep 
this somewhere safe so that you can refer back to it as often as 
you need in the weeks, months and years to follow.

This is an exciting transformational journey. 

Enjoy!
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MODULE 1 
BODY SHAPE SECRETS (PARTS 1 & 2)
Your bone structure and the way you carry weight determines which 
figure type you have. It’s perfectly normal to have a body that has 
attributes from two or more body types. The most important thing to 
establish is your proportions.

Is your figure evenly balanced, top heavy or bottom heavy? In the same 
shop are you usually the same size top and bottom (evenly balanced) or a 
dress size bigger on one half?

Secondly, how much curve is there to your bone structure? This is not to 
do with your weight or your size, more about the lines that your body 
makes.

Some figures are very obviously straight boned, with straight shoulders, a 
thicker waist and slim hips.

Others are curvy (even when they are slim) with more rounded shoulders 
and a distinctly smaller waist than hips.

These both give clues as to which figure type or which combination of 
figure types you have.

Tick the description that best describes your body:

Evenly balanced: Hourglass or any of the other shapes when slim.

Top heavy: Heart, angular, rectangle, ellipse.

Bottom heavy: Pear

In Body Shape Secrets Part 2 you will learn the significance of having a 
straight or a curved bone structure but for now, if you have an idea about 
which you are, highlight it here:

Straight bone structure: angular, rectangle, some pears, some ellipses

Curved bone structure: hourglass, heart, some pears, some ellipses

Using the descriptions in the video, decide which figure type you have (or 
combination) and write it here.

My figure type is: 

______________________________________
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The most flattering way to wear dark and light colours together is 
(tick which is appropriate for you)

Dark tops with lighter bottoms (best for top heavy)

Light tops with darker bottoms (best for bottom heavy)

If you are evenly balanced you can do either.

Add your own notes below as you learn about each area of your 
figure.

Necklines

Best top and jacket length

Waist (highlight or keep plain)

Tops

Skirts
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Dresses

Trousers and jeans

Coats and jackets

Colour and texture

Other notes
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MODULE 2 
IDENTIFY THE COLOURS THAT GIVE 
GOOD GLOW!
The most obvious and important thing about your colouring is…

Warmth | Coolness | Vibrancy | Softness | Lightness | Depth

Remember to follow this through in the colours you wear, i.e. if you have 
very fair hair and pale skin, it’s likely that the most obvious thing about your 
colouring is the lightness. This means you should wear lots of lighter tones 
and avoid wearing dark outfits.

If you have very obvious warmth in your natural hair colour or in your skin-
tone (note: a tan doesn’t mean warmth) you will find that colours with a 
warm, yellow background suit you better than those with a cool (or blue-
toned) base.

Circle the season that you feel will suit you best

Spring/Summer/Autumn/Winter

Reminder:

Spring - colours are warm, vibrant and light (think peacock feathers).

Summer - colours are cool, soft and light (think pastels).

Autumn - colours are warm, soft and deep (think of autumnal countryside).

Winter - colours are cool, vibrant and deep (primary and jewel colours).

Remember that your most flattering metal is GOLD if you have a warm skin 
tone and SILVER if it’s cool.
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MODULE 3
DEVELOP  YOUR  SIGNATURE  STYLE
Your authentic style is the mix of styles that works best for you. It’s the 
unique combination of styles that makes you feel like you - always. 
Whether you are dressed up or dressed down, you will feel good.

RECAP
Classic: Plain blocks of neutral colour. Classic shapes. Simple, elegant 
jewellery.

Dramatic: Lots of colour, texture and print. Unusual shapes, costume 
jewellery.

Girlie: Pretty colours. Gentle prints. Lace and crochet. Pretty jewellery.

Natural: Soft, natural fabrics, neutral colours. Comfort is paramount. No 
accessories.

We measure how much of each of the styles you can wear in percentages. 

30% of a style means you can wear it from head to toe. Over 30% means 
it is a really good style for you and you should wear it often, in fact most 
of your wardrobe should be in this style. Less than 30% means that that 
style needs to be an accent to your look and never a whole outfit. You may 
score yourself 0% for any of the styles that you don’t feel are right for 
you.

Write down your style mix below. (Remember this may take time 
to work out.)

CLASSIC  %

DRAMATIC %

GIRLIE %

NATURAL %

These should total 100%. Your scores should then be reflected in the 
amount of each of the styles you have in your wardrobe.
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In order to make this style prescription work for your lifestyle, consider 
the right mix for your:

Day-to-day life at home:

Day-to-day life at work:

Smart/casual:

Smart:

Extra thoughts:
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MODULE 4    
ACCESSORISING WITH CONFIDENCE
The size or ‘chunkiness’ of jewellery and accessories that suit you best is 
determined by your size and your clothing style.

When you wear jewellery or accessories that are too small for you, you 
will look bigger.

When you wear jewellery or accessories that are too big for you, they will 
overwhelm you.

To work out your scale:

Score 1 for small, 2 for medium and 3 for large – (or 1.5 for small to 
medium etc.)

For clothing style, score as follows: 

Girlie: 2 Classic 4 Natural 8 Dramatic 12

Height:

Dress size: 

Bone structure:

Clothing style: 

Results

Under 6 = very small, delicate pieces

7-9 = small pieces

10-13 = medium pieces

14-17 = large pieces

Over 17 = very large 

Record your scale here and state whether it is small, medium or 
large.

Please remember that this is a guide. 

Experimentation will help you to get this exactly right for you.

Apply this to jewellery, bags, embellishment on clothes, footwear and 
bags.
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MODULE 5 
TEXTURE & PRINT
Texture and print add bulk and draw attention to whichever part of the 
body they are worn.

When you use them in the right way, you can add interest to your outfits 
and rebalance your figure if you are top or bottom heavy.

If you are top heavy, be careful when you wear texture and print on your 
top half but wear it freely on your lower half.

If you are bottom heavy, add texture and print to your top half and avoid 
wearing it below your waist.

If you are evenly balanced, you don’t need to pay attention to this section 
but remember that your style will determine the textures and prints that 
work best for you.

Write down your rules for wearing texture and print here

Remember the size of print that works best for you is determined by your 
scale. Wearing a print that is too small for you will make you look bigger 
and wearing a print that is too large for you will overwhelm you.

You can also use your bone structure as a guide for your best prints. 

If your bone structure is straight, you’ll suit patterns with geometric print, 
stripes and anything else made up of straight lines and angles.

If your bone structure is curved, look for swirly, curved shaped prints and 
if it suits your style, polka dot.

Record your best shaped pattern here
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Now it’s time to sort out your wardrobe and hit the shops! Print out your 
capsule wardrobe checklist before you start on your wardrobe. This will 
help you to decide what your perfect wardrobe should contain.

Please remember that this is a work in progress and it will take time and 
experimentation to decide upon some of your personal style rules. 

Enjoy the journey!
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